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INTRODUCTION

The issue before the Court is a narrow one. Is a coal miner, who would

otherwise be entitled to deduct the cost ofcoal severance and gross proceeds

taxes from its RITT tax obligation, barred from taking the deduction solely

because it pays the taxes to a tribal government rather than a state, federal,

city, or county government?

Said differently, did the Legislature that created the tax and the

deduction in 1975 really intend to allow the deduction for any coal miner

except a coal miner who paid the otherwise deductible taxes to an Indian

tribe?

The language of the statute, understood in its plain, common, and

ordinary sense, clearly does not exclude tribal governments from its effect.

Even if the meaning does not appear from the plain reading of the statute, the

legislative history and the relationship between states and tribes makes clear

that the deduction applies regardless of the kind of "local government"

receiving the severance and gross proceeds taxes.

Some issues raised in the Department of Revenue's ("DOR") Brief are

really not in dispute. Westmoreland Resources Inc. ("WRI") has never

claimed that the State may not impose the RITT tax on Crow owned coal. It

merely claims the same right of deduction that the State accords any other



coal miner calculating its RITT tax. And although the DOR Brief suggests

confusion over whether both parties agree on how the taxes paid to the Crow

Tribe are defined, there is no disagreement (and it is well established in

federal case law) that Montana originally imposed its own severance and

gross proceeds taxes on Crow coal, and that federal litigation between the

Crow Tribe and Montana established the Tribe's right to tax its coal. Thus,

there is no dispute that the payments WRI makes to the Tribe are "taxes"

which are "paid on production."

If the only statute at issue in this case were the one creating the

deduction for "taxes paid on production," there would be no dispute. DOR

agrees that WRI pays taxes to the Crow Tribe and that the taxes are indeed

taxes paid on production. The disagreement arises entirely from the different

reading each party gives to the phrase '''taxes paid on production' includes

any tax paid to the federal, state, or local governments ..." § 15-35-102(11 ),

MCA. DOR argues that the phrase shows the intent of the Montana

Legislature to specifically and narrowly exclude from the benefits of the

deduction any coal miner who mines tribal coal and pays taxes to tribal

government. WRI argues, to the contrary, that a plain reading of the
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definition, in the context of the overall taxation scheme created by the state

of Montana regarding coal production, requires the opposite conclusion.

ARGUMENT

I. There is no Dispute About the Existence of the Deduction or the
Nature of WRI's Tax Payments to the Tribe.

Although DOR argues, "a statute must specifically and clearly allow ...

a deduction" (DOR Brf, p. 12), the cases cited use different language: "A

general rule of taxation is that an item may serve as a deduction only when

the legislature specifically establishes the deduction." Cyprus Mines Corp. v.

Madison County, 172 Mont. 117, 118, 560 P.2d 1342, 1343 (1977); GBN,

Inc. v. Dept. of Revenue, 249 Mont. 261, 266, 815 P.2d 595 (1991).

The deduction is found in the definition of the revenue subject to the

coal taxes, the "contract sales price." It is defined as "the price of coal

extracted and prepared for shipment f.o.b. mine, excluding that amount

charged by the seller to pay taxes paid on production . .." § 15-35-102(5),

MeA (emphasis added). DOR does not dispute that Montana allows the

deduction at issue to all other coal miners. Therefore, there is no doubt that

the deduction has been specifically established by the Legislature.
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Further, DaR does not dispute that the kind of taxes WRI pays to the

Crow Tribe are the kind that would (but for payment to the Tribe) qualify for

the deduction.

DaR stated:

The Department clarified that it did not dispute that the:

1) coal severance and gross proceeds taxes [Taxpayer] paid to
the [Tribe] are valid taxes; and 2) coal severance and gross
proceeds taxes paid to the [Tribe] are properly characterized as
production taxes.

DaR Brf, p. 10.

And finally, the parties agree that WRI collected the money to pay the

taxes from its coal purchasers, thus satisfying the final prong of the deduction,

"amount charged by the seller to pay taxes." (Joint Petition, Facts, at 3, Appx.

Ex. B, p. 3.)

Therefore, there is no dispute between the parties that ifWRI paid these

same taxes to, for example, the federal government, it would be entitled to the

deduction.

Instead, the dispute is overwhetherthe Legislature intended to deny the

deduction to a narrow class of taxpayer-miners who pay the production taxes

to a tribe.
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The argument between the parties centers on the meaning of this

phrase in the statutory definition of production taxes:

'Taxes paid on production' includes any tax paid to the federal,
state, or local governments upon the quantity of coal produced as
a function of either the volume or the value of production and
does not include any tax upon the value of mining equipment,
machinery, or buildings and lands, any tax upon a person's net
income derived in whole or in part from the sale of coal, or any
license fee.

§ 15-35-102{11), MeA.

II. The Statute Should be Read in Context.

This provision should be read in the context of the statute as a whole:

"[A] statute will not be interpreted to defeat its evident object or purpose; the

legislative object is of prime consideration in interpreting statutes." Howell v.

State, 263 Mont. 275, 286, 868 P.2d 568 (1994).

And where one part of a statute deals with a subject in general in
comprehensive terms, while another part deals with it in a more
minute and definite way, the two parts should be read together
and, if possible, harmonized with a view to giving effect to a
consistent legislative policy.

Aleksich v.lndustriaIAcc. Fund, 116 Mont. 127, 137,151 Pac. 1016 (1944).

Our goal is to 'understand the statute "as a symmetrical and
coherent regulatory scheme" and to "fit, if possible, all parts into
a ... harmonious whole.'"

u.S. v. Wing, 682 F.3d 861, 867 (9th Cir. 2012).
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In 1975, the Montana Legislature passed a comprehensive revision of

Montana's taxation of strip mine coal. The Legislature identified among its

findings prompting the act that "coal production in Montana has been

subjected to an uncoordinated array of taxes that overlap one another and

yield revenue in an inconsistent and unpredictable manner." § 15-35

101 (1 )(g), MCA. One of the stated purposes of the Act was "to simplify the

structure of coal taxation in Montana, reducing tax overlap and improving the

predictability of tax projections." § 15-35-1 01 (2)(c), MCA. (See Montana

Session Laws of 1975, Chapter 525.) That law established the "contract

sales price" as the basis for computation of Montana's three coal

taxes-severance, gross proceeds, and RITT. Consistent with this goal of

"reducing tax overlap," the Legislature provided that coal taxes would not be

paid on "that amount charged by the seller to pay taxes paid on production."

(See definition of Contract Sales Price, § 15-35-102(5), MCA.)

The deduction of the amount the coal miner collects from purchasers to

pay the production taxes is a central part of the overall legislative scheme.

It prevents "tax overlap." An interpretation which grants WRI the same

deduction as other coal miners is clearly more in harmony with the overall

statutory scheme and legislative goals set forth in the Act.
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It should also be noted that it was clearly not the Legislature's intent to

limit the key deductions forming "contract sales price" only to coal miners who

paid production taxes to the state of Montana. The Legislature allowed a coal

miner to deduct production taxes paid to the federal government from its

calculation of contract sales price.

III. The Plain Language of the Statute Compels WRI's Interpretation.

Legislative intent is ascertained, in the first instance, from the
plain meaning of the words used. If the intent of the legislature
can be determined from the plain meaning of the words used, the
plain meaning controls and the court need go no further nor apply
any other means of interpretation.

In Re Archer, 2006 MT 82,332 Mont. 1,1116, 136 P.3d 563.

"[W]ords used by the legislature must be given their usual and ordinary

meaning." Rocky Mountain Bank v. Stuart, 280 Mont. 74, 80,928 P.2d 243

(1996).

The deduction for taxes paid on production is not in dispute. Instead,

DOR argues that the definition '''taxes paid on production' includes any tax

paid to the federal, state, or local governments . . ." means that production

taxes paid to Indian tribes are not "taxes paid on production."

DOR's interpretation of the statute depends on interpreting three key

words in a manner other than their plain meaning. DOR asserts that
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"includes" should be read to mean "is limited to," and "local governments"

must be read as a I~gal term of art, rather than according to the ordinary and

common meaning of the words, to mean "subdivisions of state government."

But the plain, usual, and ordinary meaning of the word "includes" is that

the items listed after the word are included in, but are not an exhaustive list

of, the category being described. '''Taxes paid on production' includes any tax

paid to the federal, state, or local governments ..." simply means that taxes

paid on production qualifying for deduction include, but are not limited to,

production taxes paid to the listed entities. This is the ordinary meaning of the

word.

The Merriam-Webster online dictionary defines "includes" this way:

To have (someone or something) as part of a group or total: to
contain (someone or something) in a group or as part of
something. To make (someone or something) a part of
something.

Examples offered were: "The speakers will include several experts on

the subject. The price of dinner includes dessert. Admission to the museum

is included in the tour package."1 And Black's Law Dictionary, a specialized

"definer" of terms, states: "The participle including typically includes a partial

list." See entry for "include," Black's Law Dictionary (9th Ed. 2009). In short,

1 See www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/includes.
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the common meaning is in effect "here are some examples of items that are

part of a larger list."

DOR argues, to the contrary, that the list, "federal, state, or local

governments" necessarily excludes tribal governments. (DOR Brf, p. 12.)

Most courts construing the term "include" read it in the common way

illustrated by the above online dictionary. "The use of the word 'includes'

suggests the list is non-exhaustive rather than exclusive. [Citing cases.] 'The

term "including" is not one of all-embracing definition, but connotes simply an

illustrative application of the general principle.'" U.S. v. Wyatt, 408 F.3d 1257,

1261 (9th Cir. 2005), citing Federal Land Bank v. Bismarck Lumber Co., 314

U.S. 95,100,62 S.Ct. 1,86 L. Ed. 65 (1941). '''Includes' generally signifies

an intent to enlarge a statute's application, rather than limit it, and it implies

the conclusion that there are other items includable, though not specifically

enumerated." Teton County Sheriff's Dept. v. Bassett, 8 P.3d 1079 (Wyo.

2000) [citing numerous cases]. '''Includes' ... is a term of enlargement. In

contrast ... 'means ... is a term of limitation.' [Citing cases]." Brown v.

Stock Paper, 20 P.3d 921, 926 (Wash. 2001).
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The common, ordinary meaning of the word "includes" is that it is a term

of enlargement and means the opposite of "limited to." Read in its ordinary

sense, and in the context of the overall statutory scheme, the statute reads:

'Taxes paid on production' includes [by way of example] any tax
paid to the federal, state, or local governments upon the quantity
of coal produced as a function of either the volume or the value
of production and does not include [taxes on real property or
machinery values or income].

§ 15-35-102(11), MCA.

However, even if the Court were to conclude that "includes" should be

read as a term of limitation, rather than enlargement, WRI should still prevail.

This is so because DOR must not only establish that "includes" really means

"is limited to," but also must further establish that the term "local

governments," in its ordinary sense, does not include local governments when

they happen to be tribal governments. But the term should be read in its

ordinary sense. No one can doubt that the Crow tribal government is "locaL"

DOR agrees that city and county governments in Montana are "local

governments." The Crow tribal government is no less local and is particularly

"local" to WRI, which mines Crow coal which is part of the Crow Reservation.

Without doubt, the Crow tribal government is ulocaL"

10



The Tribe is also clearly a "government." WRI, in its Opening Brief,

cited federal case law to the effect that states are required to recognize tribal

governments as legitimate governments. DOR did not disagree. "Despite

taxpayer's assertions to the contrary, this appeal has no bearing on tribal

sovereignty, a tribe's authority to tax, or a tribal government's legitimacy."

(DOR Brf, pp. 6-7.) Thus, there is no dispute between the parties that the

Crow Tribe is indeed a "government." In short, under a plain understanding

of the words, the Crow tribal government is certainly "local," and the DOR

agrees that it is a "government."

DOR attempts to avoid this conclusion, not by referring to the "usual and

ordinary meaning" of the words, but by turning the phrase "local government"

into a legal term of art. A "term of art" is "a word or phrase having a specific,

precise meaning in a given specialty, apart from its general meaning in

ordinary context." Black's Law Dictionary, 9th Ed. 2009. DOR argues that

"local government" is apparently a term of art that means "a subdivision of

state government." But both DOR and WRI agree that no such special

definition of "local government" appears anywhere in the relevant code

chapter or indeed in Title 15, Montana's Tax Code.
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Section 15-35-102, MCA, provides: "As used in this Chapter, the

following definitions apply." The chapter defines "contract sales price," and

thus it becomes a term of art or specialized term in that chapter. But the

chapter does not define "local governments." Neither does Title 15. WRI

certainly agrees that the Legislature is free, when it chooses, to define terms

within chapters or titles, and once defined, the terms become terms of art

having a "specific, precise meaning," but only within the chapter or subdivision

of statutes referenced. For example, since the definition section cited above

only defines the terms "as used in this chapter," and it would be incorrect to

apply them to any other chapter in the Code. If the Legislature chooses not

to define terms, then they must be interpreted in their usual and ordinary

sense. Indeed, both WRI and OCR cite cases to the same effect: statutes

must be interpreted "giving words their usual and ordinary meaning." Gaub

v. Milbank Ins. Co., 220 Mont. 424, 427,715. P.2d 443,445 (1986), cited by

OCR at page 14 of its Brief.

If "local governments" is not a defined term, and here it is not, it must

be given its plain, ordinary meaning, and its plain, ordinary meaning is simple:

it refers to governments which are local. OCR agrees that the Crow Tribe is

a government. It is indisputably local. To hold otherwise is to contradict the

12



most basic cannon of statutory interpretation and to presume the Legislature

speaks in technical terminology or terms of art even when it does not define

terms technically, thereby creating terms of art for a particular chapter or title

of the Code.

IV. WRI's Alleged "Mischaracterizations."

DOR accuses WRI in its Opening Brief of "mischaracterizing the facts

of this case ... falsely maligning the Department ..." WRI does not know

what "falsely maligning the Department" could refer to, but WRI will clarify its

position to the extent it is able. First, WRI has never claimed in this case that

the state of Montana lacks the authority to impose the RITT tax on Crow

owned coal. Federal courts had held that Montana's severance and gross

proceeds taxes placed an undue burden upon a tribe's right to obtain value

from its coal (see Crow Tribe v. Montana, 819 F.2d 895 (1987)), but WRI has

not argued that federal law prevents Montana from imposing the RITT tax.

WRI has merely argued that WRI should be allowed to calculate the RITT tax

the same way other Montana coal miners do, regardless of the fact that it

mines Crow coal. In addition, WRI recounted the history of Crow-Montana

litigation over coal taxation to show that while Montana's coal tax legislation

was enacted in 1975, the Crow Tribe did not obtain the right or ability to tax

13



its own coal until much later. Thus, DaR's argument that the Legislature in

1975 intended to exclude a Crow coal production tax deduction from the 1975

Act is untenable in light of the fact that the Crow taxes did not exist at the

time. It was not until 1987 that the Ninth Circuit prohibited Montana's coal

severance and gross proceeds taxes in Crow coal. Crow Tribe of Indians v.

Montana, 819 F.2d 895 (9th Cir. 1987), and the U.S. Supreme Court

summarily affirmed Crow v. Montana, 484 U.S. 997 (1988). The Crow coal

taxes took effect long after the 1975 Act. Finally, WRI showed that Montana

is obliged to recognize tribal governments as governments-a point with which

DaR agrees.

Instead, WRI argues that the overall intent of the Legislature in 1975,

gleaned from the structure of the Act, is that it intended to exclude from

taxation the amounts sellers paid coal miners to pay taxes paid on production,

whether paid to the state or federal government or any local government.

Years later, when the Crow Tribe won the right to tax its coal, it thus became

a local government recipient of "taxes paid on production."

V. Additional Arguments Made by DOR.

DaR argues that this case is controlled by Mitchell v. University of

Montana, 240 Mont. 261, 783 P.2d 1337 (1989). There an employee of the

14



University of Montana was terminated and sued for wrongful discharge. The

district court apparently held that because the University of Montana is

controlled by the Board of Regents, the University was immune from suit as

a "legislative body." The court cited the statute granting legislative immunity,

§ 2-9-111, MeA, as providing: uThe term 'legislative body' includes the

legislature ... and any local governmental entity given legislative powers by

statute, including school boards." The court held: uThe Board of Regents is

not a local governmental entity ... and thus not a legislative body." Mitchell,

240 Mont. at 264. This appears to be the basis of the holding. In dicta, the

court discussed respondent's argument that the word "includes" is a term of

enlargement, not limitation. The court stated that in the context of that

statute, because the Legislature could have written uincludes, but is not

limited to" and did not, it must have been a term of limitation.

The dicta in Mitchell should not be controlling here. First, the gravamen

of the holding was to find that the Regents were not "local," and therefore,

apparently, the University of Montana was not entitled to "legislative immunity"

when it terminated an employee. Even that is an odd rationale when the

discharge of an employee by a supervisor of University of Montana was hardly

a legislative act anyway. But more importantly, if the holding were to be

15



applied broadly as an interpretative principle of Montana statutes, it would run

directly contrary to the settled principal that words should be given their

common and ordinary meaning and not a strained and specialized meaning.

DOR asserts that WRI improperly cites the Court to Missoula YWCA v.

Bard, 1999 MT 177, 295 Mont. 260, 983 P.2d 933. WRI offered the case as

an example to the Court interpreting the word "includes" in an expansive

manner. DOR argues that the Court "did not even discuss the word 'includes'

when interpreting the statute." But the statute the Court was interpreting

depends on the word "includes." The court had to decide whether a spouse's

legal costs to obtain a protective order were necessities a spouse is required

to provide. The relevant statute says: '''Necessary articles' includes all such

goods and services as are reasonably required to provide for the health,

welfare, comfort, and education of the married person ..." § 40-2-210, MCA.

While the court did not discuss the word "includes," it was interpreting a

statute that apparently, in the court's view, used the word in the same sense

that WRI urges here-as a word of inclusion and extension, not as a term of

limitation.

DOR argues that Citizens for Balanced Use v. Maurier, 2013 MT 166,

370 Mont. 410, 303 P.3d 794, bears on this case. WRI respectfully

16



disagrees. In Citizens, the court considered an attempt to enjoin Montana's

Department of Fish, Wildlife & Parks ("DFWP") from transferring buffalo who

were part of a special genetic program to land owned by two Montana tribes.

The statute at issue required authorization by the landowner for transfer of

national park bison to uany private or public land in Montana." This court

concluded the statute did not prevent DFWP from transferring bison to land

owned by two Montana tribes, but did so for several reasons. Prominent

among them was the court's desire to give meaning to a separate section of

Montana law, § 81-2-120, MCA: uMost significantly, there is a statute that

expressly provides authority to the Department of Livestock to transfer bison,

'to qualified tribal entities. '" Citizens, 11 16. The court further found that many

statutes giving special consideration or treatment to tribal lands suggested,

uprinciples of land ownership support the conclusion that tribes and tribal

lands should not be impliedly included in statutory schemes without the

clearest of reasons to do so." Citizens at p. 417. Contrary to DOR's

argument, WRI suggested that Citizens has no bearing on this case. It

elucidates no new principles of statutory construction nor addresses in any

recognizable fashion the coal tax scheme enacted by the Montana Legislature

in 1975. Indeed, its reliance to a separate statute expressly authorizing

17



transfer of bison to tribal lands suggests that the court in this case may

similarly consider the policy announced by the Legislature in the 1993 State

Tribal Cooperative Agreements Act, § 18-11-101, MCA: "It is the goal of the

legislature to prevent the possibility of dual taxation by governments while

promoting state, local, and tribal economic development." DOR's position in

effect imposes the RITT tax on the amounts WRl's coal buyers pay for the

Tribe's severance and gross proceeds taxes, which is contrary both to the

structure of the tax and the goals just quoted.

DOR argues at page 29 that WRI incorrectly argued to the district court

below that the purpose of the tax deduction was to eliminate double taxation,

while DOR argues that the import of the 1975 legislation was to "mitigate," not

"eradicate" tax pyramiding. But the point is the same. One of the obvious

goals of the 1975 legislation was to prevent the severance and gross

proceeds taxes on coal paid by the coal buyers from becoming part of the

taxable "contract sales price. IJ

At page 30 of DOR's Brief, it argues that a rejected amendment

considered by the 1975 Legislature to give a specific tax credit for taxes paid

to tribes shows the Legislature's intent not to allow the deduction at issue to

miners who mine tribal coal. The record of the 1975 session included various
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proposals such as the one cited by WRI in its Opening Brief to allocate certain

state taxes on Indian coal back to tribal governments, which were also

rejected. (WRI Opening Brf, p. 32.) The fact that minorities in the Legislature

may have supported but failed to pass various proposals does not show the

intent of the Legislature with respect to the statute it actually passed, but

instead show competing ideas about how taxation of coal should be done.

The "winning" idea was to provide a comprehensive taxation scheme clearly

allowing the deduction at issue.

DOR also argues at page 31 of its Brief that an amendment to the

definition of contract sales price appearing in the 1985 version of the statute

supports DOR's argument. In the 1983 legislative session, the Legislature

amended the definition of contract sales price by adding the following

language:

Contract sales price includes all royalties paid on production, no
matter how such royalties are calculated. However, with respect
to royalties paid to the government of the United States, the state
of Montana, or a federally recognized Indian tribe, the contract
sales price includes only: ...

See Chapter 377, Montana Session Laws 1983.

At the time the amendment was passed, all three governmental entities,

the state, the federal government, and the tribes, received royalty. But as
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explained in WRI's Opening Brief, the Crow Tribe's right to tax its coal had not

yet been established in 1983 at the time this amendment was passed.

WRI asserts that, to the contrary, what the amendment shows is that

when the Legislature was presented squarely with the issue of the three

governmental entities' current entitlement to royalty, it readily recognized an

equal role for the Crow Tribe within the structure of coal taxation in Montana.

DOR, at page 9, stated that RITT taxpayers "self report" and that, "if a

taxpayer fails to clarify on its returns that it has taken an additional deduction

for tribal taxes, the Department remains unaware unless ... the returns are

audited." The sealed and confidential return in its entirety is in the record

(Doc. 5, Ex. 1), and it details the amounts collected and paid for the

severance and gross proceeds taxes.

As to who WRI paid the taxes to-it was litigation between the Crow

Tribe and the State of Montana that decided that the Tribe, and not the State,

could impose the taxes. See Crow Tribe, et ale v. State ofMontana. Ravmon

Dore, Director. Montana Department of Revenue, et al., 469 F. Supp. 154

(1979) (underline added). The long history of the litigation is recited in

Montana v. Crow Tribe, 523 U.S. 696 (1998). The 1982 Amendment to the

WRI-Crow Coal Lease, discussed briefly in our Opening Brief, "allowed the
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Tribe to have an approved tax in place so that, if successful in the litigation

against Montana," the Tribe could collect the tax. Id. at p. 705. WRI and the

Tribe deposited the tax revenues in federal court from and after January of

1983 while litigation progressed. Id. at p. 705. After the Supreme Court

summarily affirmed Crow v. Montana in 1988, "The District Court ordered

distribution of funds in its registry to the United States, as trustee for the

Tribe." Id. at p. 707. DCR knows that WRI pays its severance and gross

proceeds taxes to the Crow Tribe.

CONCLUSION

When the Legislature enacted Montana's coal taxes in 1975, it intended

to create a system of coal taxation that would remedy certain perceived

shortcomings. It found that, "Coal production in Montana has been subject

to an uncoordinated array of taxes that overlap one another and yield revenue

in an inconsistent and unpredictable manner." § 15-35-101(1 )(g), MCA. It

sought to "simplify the structure of coal taxation in Montana, reducing tax

overlap." Id. at (2)(c). It clearly intended to minimize imposing a tax on a tax.

It based its three coal taxes on the carefUlly defined "contract sales price,"

and to reduce tax pyramiding provided that the amounts miners collected from
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purchasers to pay production taxes were deductible from the taxable sales

price.

A fair reading of the statute using the common and ordinary meaning of

the terms clearly results in the conclusion that the Legislature did not design

the tax to deny the deduction solely to miners who mine tribal coal and pay

the production taxes to tribal as opposed to other government entities.

DATED this 17th day of March, 2014.
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